
MACKIE’S
OF SCOTLAND
The beginning

Established in 1912, Mackie’s of Scotland has 
grown from its early dairy farm beginnings into 
one of Scotland’s most iconic brands.
 
The philosophy of the business is to put ‘simple 
and delicious’ at the heart of everything it does. 
Ice cream sales alone hit around £17 million in 
2020. However, as a frozen product, ice cream 
production brought with it challenges in terms 
of distribution. In order to store its ice cream, 
Mackie’s first had to build a 400-pallet cold 
store capacity at Westertown.

Identifying local refrigerated hauliers in Aberdeenshire proved 
challenging, as most were involved in transporting fish, which exposed 
the ice cream to the risk of tainting. In 2002, Mackie’s entered a haulage 
contract with Reed Boardall, a leading national logistics company. 
Building relationships with national hauliers and wholesalers has been 
critical in allowing Mackie’s to expand its distribution to 12 million litres 
of ice cream annually. Ice cream is transported by Reed Bordall to a 
central warehouse near Leeds. This allows Mackie’s to offer UK-wide 
delivery. Mackie’s also delivers to multiple retail regional distribution 
centres across the UK and to established wholesalers that service retail 
convenience and foodservice customers.

KEY LESSON
Any frozen product 
needs a suitable 
and reliable frozen 
supply chain 
from the point 
of production 
through to the final 
customer to ensure 
product integrity.
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KEY LESSON
Be flexible when establishing your relationship 
with a wholesaler. Mixed-pallet or part-pallet 
deliveries will help give them time while you gain 
sales volumes. Ensure that delivery vehicles are 
‘multi-temp’, not just ‘chilled’. 

KEY LESSON
Make sure you have logistical solutions 
available to effectively handle your temperature 
requirements for frozen, chilled or ambient. In 
Mackie’s case, this meant considering different 
distributors for frozen and ambient.

KEY LESSON
Backhaul transport opportunities, meaning 
vehicles are loaded for return journeys as well as 
outward journeys, played a key role in coping with 
extra delivery volumes.

KEY LESSON
Mackie’s is continually evolving by ensuring its 
products are relevant to target markets, and 
that packaging is fit for purpose for supply-chain 
partners.

Following its diversification into ice cream, Mackie’s has 
since expanded into crisps and chocolate, which now 
account for 28% and 4% of sales, respectively.

Challenges and solutions
Mackie’s found it much easier to organise transportation 
and storage to customers for ambient products. Crisp 
production was well sited for the Scottish central belt, 
and this provided the opportunity to tap into established 
wholesale businesses. The key challenge for crisps was 
that as a product it was light but bulky. With lower cost 
prices but disproportionate bulk, distribution costs were 
a proportionately higher percentage of the overall cost. 
Other challenges involved ensuring the outer cartons were 
allowing ease of picking and were robust enough to protect 
the products from damage during storage 
and transportation.

The wholesale partnership
Mackie’s northerly location meant that delivering its 
products at a competitive price would be challenging. 

The best, and most effective, way to deliver goods to end-
customers in all areas is through wholesaler partnerships. 
Accessing their picking services and consolidation of orders 
makes this as easy as possible for Mackie’s and ultimately 
the end-users. Mackie’s does undertake dedicated 
consolidated storage and delivery to its national and 
independent foodservice customers through its wholesale 
partners, as well as to its independent retail convenience 
customers. This provides more flexibility and smaller order 
levels than its third-party haulier can offer.

Mackie’s sees the wholesale channel as the biggest future 
growth for them by far. The biggest growth area by far is 
the wholesale sector.

MACKIE’S OF SCOTLAND
Building relationships
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